
simply stunning

BLINDS AND AWNINGS
betta



Similar to an internal roller blind,  and perfect for conserving space,
this straight drop awning is spring loaded with an easy pull down and hook design. 

The awning can be smartly rolled away into an optional colour coordinated weather box,
providing lasting year round protection when retracted.
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The minimal projection conserves space by fitting closely to the window.
Self-locking arms allow for simple shade adjustment

to variable heights, providing privacy and sun protection.

The awning can be neatly rolled away into an optional colour coordinated
weather box, for year round protection when not in use.
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The Multi Stop is designed to stop at any point you wish,
giving more control in adjusting for your outdoor area.

The spring operated awning has side channels which guide the bottom rail. 
By twisting the bottom rail the awning easily locks in at any position.
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Designed to withstand high winds and adverse weather,
the spring loaded drop arms extend the awning out, creating a larger area

between the awning and window, enabling greater air flow.

Control harsh sun conditions and uncomfortable heat
with a manual gearbox or the option of a fully motorised system.
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With effortless operation, you hook the crank handle
into the gear mechanism and simply wind the awning up or down.

The lock down latch set keeps the fabric taut so it doesn't flap in the wind.
A cassette or weatherbox is recommended if motorising.
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The smooth operation of the side channel awning uses crank handle or full motorisation.
Our unique side channels securely house the fabric and heavy duty bottom rail.

Lock pins are also used to secure the awning to your desired position.

An optional aluminium cassette hood will protect the awning fabric when not in use.
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www.betta-blinds.com.au

The self-aligning system of the stainless steel cables guide the awning up and down
offering greater stability and a beautifully controlled movement.

A strong, practical system with heavy duty geared crank handle operation.

An optional aluminium weatherbox will protect the awning fabric when not in use.
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